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Introduction

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Warsaw pact and several other socialist organizations, the global

dynamics revolving around the sponsoring and financing of global terror was completely changed. Several cold

war proxy groups would lose funding and support, shifting the focus and financing of modern day terrorism to

Islamist Groups, active from Morroco, Syria, Iran or Indonesia posing the largest global terror threats. State

governments and wealthy individuals have and continue to finance and support Islamist terror groups across

the world, allowing for attacks across the globe, posing a serious threat to international peace and stability. The

earliest funding of the Islamist Terrorists was done by the United States and Pakistan to the Afghan Mujahadeen

who was combating Soviet invaders, the effects of which would prove to destabalize not only Afghanistan, but

Central Asia, Pakistan and surrounding countries. A bolstered Islamist movement in Central Asia would serve to

destabilize Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Uzebekistan with insurgencies or even civil wars. Further funding of

Islamist movements by Gulf States and wealthy individuals would greatly prolong and destabilize several

conflicts such as the Chechen Wars, Syrian Civil War, Lybian Civil War or the current break down of Iraq.

Furthermore, Islamist terrorist groups have and continued to target non Islamic countries in planned terrorist

attacks, not designed to incite insurgencies but rather to disrupt political, social or economic organization of

these countries. Despite the prominence and notoriety of Islamist Terrorism, several other terrorist and

insurgent groups following diffrent Ideologies remain a serious threat to global stability such as the Naxalite

(Maoist) groups in India or Kurdistan Workers Party. While state and private donors of terror groups remain the

largest and most considerable source of income for terror groups, there are different forms in which terror

groups may gain income, ranging from kidnappings, extortion, drug trafficking or even the sale of petroleum

allowing for substantial income to be made. As such, any attempt to tackle the funding of terrorist organizations

must contend with both state and wealthy individuals, but also must resolutely deal in preventing other and

smaller sources of funding to be used by such groups.

Definition of Key Terms

Terrorism

Unlawful usage of violence and intimidation in order to further or achieve political goals and/or

agendas.

State Sponsored Terrorism

The support of governments for groups or other non-state actors engaged in Terrorism.

Money Laundering

The process of concealing the origins of money obtained illegally through various different bank
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transfer, shell companies, businesses, etc

Insurgency

A violent armed rebellion by a group typically not recognized against established authorities

Extortion

Obtaining money or other financial resources through coercive or violent means

Background Information

War on Terror

The War on Terror (2001-) initiated primarily by the United States after the 9/11 attacks resulted in a major

world wide push to combat terrorism, primarily by conventional means such as the invasion of Iraq and

Afghanistan, however many other regulations and laws were introduced by the United States and several

other allies designed to counter terrorism by giving larger power to law enofrcment and intelligence

agencies to curb terrorism, amoung those expanded acess to monitor financial transactions and several

other methods to prevent the funding of terrorist activities on a large scale. While there are still several

loopholes, and methods for terrorist organizations to gain funding, the war on terror would make it much

more difficult to do so.

Major Countries and Organisations Involved

United States of America

The United States of America has taken a leading role in combating global terror whilst also being

extremely influential in terms of finance, playing a leading role in preventing the funding of terrorist

groups due to the power of American financial institutions. Since the passage of the Patriot Act in

2001, American authorities have been granted wide spread powers to surveil, detain and combat

suspected terrorists, allowing for a greater action to be taken against groups or individuals funding

terrorist organizations. In addition to this, the United States currently maintains a list of countries

which are alleged to sponsor terrorist groups, such as Syria, North Korea and Iran. The United States

had placed sanctions, frozen bank accounts and repeatedly denied aid to these countries for

allegedly financing and supporting terrorist groups. Despite recently receding American role in

combating global terror and financing of said terror it remains an influential and powerful belligerent

in the war on terror.
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Islamic Republic of Iran

The Islamic Republic of Iran has been accused by many western countries of being one of the

primary sponsors of terrorism in the Middle East since the Iranian revolution of 1979. The country is

currently under heavy international sanctions and designated by the United States as one of three

state sponsors of terrorism in the world. Iran is actively sponsoring terror groups in Iraq, Yemen,

Syria and Lebanon as a method to spread its influence, consequently clashing with Saudi Interests

across the region.  While overt support for groups such as Hamas, Hezbollah, Houthi Rebels and

Qurds groups across the middle east, Iran has denied for financing or planning other attacks it is

widely believed to be responsible for such as a 1995 bombing of a Jewish Center in Argentina or the

2012 Bangkok Bombings. American withdrawals and receding influence allowed Iran to increase its

own influence via proxy groups that are financed and supported by Tehran, further destabilizing the

region. Current President-Elect Biden has signaled support for renewing the Iran Nuclear Deal, which

could result in increased detente in the region and a reduction of support or financing for several

Iranian backed proxy groups.

Syria Arab Republic

Syria is currently designated by the United States as a sponsor of terrorism due involvment in a 1986

hijacking, further allegations of terrorism have been made by Lebanon with former Lebanese Prime

Minister, Micheal Samaha, stating that several bombings have been carreid out on the express order

of the Syrian president. Despite this, Syria is currently in a nearly decade long civil war in which

active insurgencies and terrorist groups have taken open arms against the government. Terror

groups have taken advantage of this and have begun to finance themselves in various means such

as the Islamic State selling petroleum on the Turkish border or ransom kidnappings. In addition to

this, international funding and backing of such groups, taking action against said funding has been a

priority for the Syrian government.

Islamic Republic of Pakistan

Pakistan despite dealing with a moderate terrorist and insurgencies domestically has been accused

of sponsoring terrorism several times by India, Afghanistan, the United Kingdom and the United

States. While Pakistani government support for terrorist organizations dates back to the start of the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the Pakistani government still supports the Afghan Taliban, a

designated terror group. Pakistan has been known to also finance the Naxalites, who are Indian

Maoist Insurgents and the largest terror group on the planet. Pakistan has also directly funded and

supplied Al-Qaeda and is alleged to have evacuated its leadership in the Kunduz Airlift when

encircled by NATO forces. In addition for several instances of government support, may across
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Pakistani society sympathize with several terror groups, funding them directly with donations.

Despite allegedly being one of the top sponsors of state terrorism in the world, Pakistan deals with

its own significant terrorism problem and could benefit from combating it.

French Republic

The French Republic being the leading power of several former African colonies, retaining significant

military, political, social and economic influence over its former colonies. Countries such as Mali and

Mauritania face insurgencies and terrorist organizations destabilizing their countries and the region.

In recent years France has suffered from repeated Islamist terrorist attacks, provoking harsher and

new legislation in order to combat financing of terror and insurgent groups. Due to France’s unique

influence in Saharan Africa, it is poised to be an influential actor in combating terrorist funding.

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is allegedly the largest global financier of terrorism in the world. Leaked

American State Department documents would state that “Donors in Saudi Arabia constitute the most

significant source of funding to Sunni terrorist groups worldwide”. Wealthy Saudi Arabian donors have

been frequently accused of bankrolling and financing several global terrorist organizations such as ISIS or

Al-Qaeda. While Saudi Arabia has joined the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF),

reviews by FATF have found that Saudi Arabia has largely failed to prevent the financing of terrorism by

wealthy gulf donors. In addition to private financers, Saudi Arabia has also been accused of sponsoring

terrorism through its intelligence services to ISIS in cladenstine means to provide financial and logistical

help according to leaked American State Department emails. Iran has also accused Saudi Arabia of

funding several terror groups and organizations, providing support for the 2017 Tehran Attacks.

Qatar

Qatar is an alleged financier of global terrorism, with allegations from the French government

accusing Qatar of funding Malian terror groups or the United States designating Qatar’s ex-finance

minister as a source of Al-Qaeda funding. In addition to several accusations of funding terrorist

groups, several private yet wealthy individuals in Qatar have been known to fund several global

terror groups and insurgencies, such as ISIS, taking advantage of a lack of regulations within Qatar.

The Qatar Charitable Organization has also been accused of funding terror organizations, with

Osama Bin Laden stating it was a source of funding for Al-Qaeda. Despite this, the charity has been

cleared by the United Nations as a sponsor for terrorism. Qatar’s alleged support for terror has been

cited by its neighbors, most notably Saudi Arabia, as a reason to impose a travel and economic

blockade of the country in the past. Continual allegations of terrorist financing could harm

Qatari-Saudi relations which could result in negative outcomes for Qatar.
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Timeline of Events

December 29, 1979

First country added to US sponsors of

state terrorism

Syria is added to the US list of countries

that sponsor terrorism due to its

continuing support of Hezbollah in

Lebanon.

December 1979 to February 1989 Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan

The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in

wake of the collapsing authority of the

Communist government. This allows for the

Mujahideen and Al-Qaeda to set up

important sources of income, such as

opium trafficking in Asia or Pakistani

support.

January 19, 1984 Iran is added to the list of state sponsers

of Terrorism

Shortly after the Iranian Islamic Revolution

Iran is added to the list, being accused by

the United States of funding and

supporting several terror groups across the

middle east such as Hezbollah or Houthi

Rebels in Yemen.
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August 1989 FATF Founding

The Financial Action Task Force is Founded,

as an intergovernmental agency dedicated

to combating world wide money

laundering, something essential to terrorist

funding.

January 26, 1999 General Assembly Resolution 53/108

Requests that member states cooperate in dealing

with terror threats and asks that states sign previous

agreements on preventing terrorism.

December 9, 1999 Terrorist Financing Convention

Currently signed by 188 states, the Terrorist

Financing Convention represents one of the most

successful actions in combating terrorist funding.

This agreement mainly to strengthen cooperation

and measures on preventing and investigating

terrorist financing.

December 1994 to August 1996 First Chechen War

During the war, Chechen Islamists and terrorists

manage to defeat Russian forces and manage to

collect money and set up various schemes to fund

global terror that would last until the Second

Chechen War.

February 26, 2000 General Assembly Resolution 54/109

International Convention for the Suppression of the

Financing of Terrorism. This resolution sets

standards for international cooperation in preventing

and dealing with funding of terrorism and those

suspected of such.

December 19, 2000 Security Council Resolution 1333
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This resolution specifically targeted the use of poppy

growing and opium trading by Taliban Forces in

Afghanistan, one of its main sources of funding.

August 1999 to April 2009 Second Chechen War

Russian forces defeated and annexed the

unrecognized Chechen state and promptly shut

down sources funding terror in Chechnya.

September 11, 2001 9/11 Attacks and War on Terror

September 11 Attacks/ Start of the “war on terror”.

After Islamist terrorist targeted the World Trade

Center in New York City, United States foriegn policy

would take a dramatic shift and focusing on

combatting terrorism. As such the funding of

terrorism has come under intense scruting by the

American Government.

September 28, 2001 Security Council resolution number 1373

The United Nations passes Security council

resolution number 1373. This clause required all

Member States of the United Nations to implement

measures intended to strengthen their own ability to

prevent and counter terrorist activities at home, in

their regions, and around the world.

October 7, 2001 Invasion of Afghanistan

American Forces Begin to start military action in

Afghanistan, which greatly weakened terrorist

funding primarily for Al-Qaeda, targeting

aforementioned financial resources within the

country.

January 26, 2004 General Assembly Resolution 58/136

Strengthening international cooperation and

technical assistance in promoting the

implementation of the universal conventions and
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protocols related to terrorism within the framework

of the activities of the Centre for International Crime

Prevention. This resolution seeked to strengthen

anti-criminal regulations passed by the International

Community which includes money laundering.

June, 2009 State Department Leaks

Leaked State department cables indicate that the

terror group, Lashkar-e-Taiba gained significant

funding through Saudi front companies.

March 11, 2011 - Ongoing Syrian Civil War

Syrian Civil War begins, allowing for terror groups to

gain influence in Syria and finance themselves, with

Al-Qaeda financing received from foriegn countries

or ISIS selling petroleum at the Turkish Border. Syria

has presented a financial as well as strategic

opportunity for terror groups.

May 2, 2011 Death of Osama Bin Laden

Osama Bin Laden is killed by American special forces,

eliminating not only a senior Al-Qaeda commander

but also a significant source of funding due to Bin

Laden’s contacts and wealthy origins.

January 20, 2013 Security Council Resolution 1456

The Resolution focused on strengthening anti-terror

strategies and actions on Al-Qaeda and ISIS, mainly

by placing economic sanctions on individuals

associated with said groups.

January 27, 2014 Security Council Resolution 2133

This resolution focuses on preventing and mitigating

the effects of terrorist kidnapping and hostage

taking: with the main focus being on preventing

financial or other gain from such actions.
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October, 2014 Qatari Finance Minister Scandal

Qatar’s former finance minister is revealed to have

financed Al-Qaeda, revealing a former source of

funding for terror groups.

August, 2016 Pakistani Terrorist Funding

Former Pakistani President, Pervez Musharraf,

admits to Pakistan having funded terror groups in

the past.

March 28, 2019 Security Council Resolution 2462

Calls upon UN Member States to combat and

criminalize the financing of terrorists and their

activities. The resolution mainly focused on targeting

Al-Qaeda and ISIS however many of its contents can

be applied to several other terror groups.

December 14, 2020 Removal Of Sudan from state sponsors list

Sudan is removed from the US list of countries that

sponsor terrorism after paying 335 million USD as

reparations for the bombings of US embassies in

1998. Sudan has been acused of harboring several

terror groups but now has been removed from the

list of state sponsors of terrorism.

(Historical)

Relevant UN Treaties and Resolutions

General Assembly Resolutions

January 26, 1999 - Resolution 53/108

Measures to eliminate international terrorism,requests that member states

cooperate in dealing with terror threats and asks that states sign previous

agreements on preventing terrorism.
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February 26, 2000 - Resolution 54/109

Internation convention for the suppressing of the financing of terrorism.

International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. This

resolution sets standards for international cooperation in preventing and dealing

with funding of terrorism and those suspected of such.

January 26, 2004 - Resolution 58/136

Strengthening international cooperation and technical assistance in promoting the

implementation of the universal conventions and protocols related to terrorism

within the framework of the activities of the Center for International Crime

prevention.This resolution seeked to strengthen anti-criminal regulations passed by

the International Community which includes money laundering.

Security Council Resolutions

December 19, 2000 - Resolution 1333

Calls for an end to Al-Qaeda/Taliban support. This resolution specifically targeted the

use of poppy growing and opium trading by Taliban Forces in Afghanistan, one of its

main sources of funding. By preventing its sale and conversion into opium while still

attempting to preserve the livelihood of many Afghan farmers, the resolution sought

to significantly undermine the funding of terror groups.

September 28, 2001 - Resolution 1373

Prevent and suppresion all forms of support for terrorism/terrorists.This clause

required all Member States of the United Nations to implement measures intended

to strengthen their own ability to prevent and counter terrorist activities at home, in

their regions, and around the world.

January 20, 2013 - Resolution 1456
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Calls on all states  to prevent and suppress all forms of support for terrorism and

terrorists. The Resolution focused on strengthening anti-terror strategies and

actions on Al-Qaeda and ISIS, mainly by placing economic sanctions on individuals

associated with said groups.

January 27, 2014 - Resolution 2133

Prevention of kidnapping and hostage-taking by terrorist groups. This resolution

focuses on preventing and mitigating the effects of terrorist kidnapping and hostage

taking: with the main focus being on preventing financial or other gain from such

actions.

March 28, 2019 - Resolution 2462

Calls upon UN member states to combat and criminalize the financing of terrorists

and their activities. The resolution mainly focused on targeting Al-Qaeda and ISIS

however many of its contents can be applied to several other terror groups.

Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue

Patriot Act (USA)

While the Patriot Act was has a broad scope and mainly focusing outside the realm

of the financing of terrorism, it nonetheless proved a significant tool in combatting

the financing of terrorists. While the Patriot Act increased financial regulations in

preventing money laundering and the funding of terrorism, its wide powers to

surviel citizens also allowed for not only terrorist plots to be uncovered but also plots

to finance terrorism. While some have criticized the effectiveness of the Patriot Act in

truly preventing terrorist acts, many also hold reservations over its infringement on
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personal and civil liberties.

Security Council Resolution 2133

Security Council Resolution 2133 focuses on preventing financial or other gains

proceeding from hostage taking or kidnapping by terrorists and was passed

unanimously. The resolution targeted a significant revenue source for terror groups,

small and large alike. With the resolution calling for the sharing of information,

resources and other materials in order to prevent and combat terrorist kidnappings,

the resolution mainly helped international cases of hostage taking. However the

resolution fell short of help for kidnappings on a national level, something which

accounts for the vast majority of terrorist hostage taking.

Terrorist Financing Convention

The Terrorist Financing Convention is a United Nations treaty seeking to combat

terrorist financing by promoting judicial and police cooperation to combat and

prevent terror financing. The convention has been signed by 188 states and has

been hailed the largest success in combating the funding of terror groups, allowing

for unprecedented international cooperation. However despite this, many

signatories of the treaty have financed terrorist groups or are suffering from active

terror or insurgency groups being financed within their country. Deeper aid for

countries in such situations was not mentioned in the treaty and serves to limit the

effectiveness of the Terrorist Financing Convention.

Terrorist Asset-Freezing Provision Act 2010(UK)

The Terrorist Asset-Freezing Provision Act of 2010 was created to allow for

temporary orders putting financial restrictions on those who were suspected to be

involved or related to any terrorist activity. While the provision has mainly been

unproven in its effect in preventing the funding of terror groups, many have

criticized it for being an infringement on human rights and for being passed without

the consent of parliament.
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Possible Solutions

Any solution over the said issue would have to target larger and more established

terror groups, specifically those with larger capabilities, and thus larger sponsorship.

While a balance will have to be struck between personal liberty and the prevention

of funding terrorist groups, a common set of agreed rules or procedures can be

agreed upon by different countries as to prevent funding of terrorism by establishing

stricter financial regulations. While finding general solutions and compromises for

enacting necessary financial regulations concerning private donors and many non

state actors, several other challenges present themselves which should be taken into

account in any possible solution. Kidnapping, extortions, and drug trade make up

considerable amounts of terrorist funding, with many nations struggling to cope or

contain such activities. While extortion and ransoms tend to usually be isolated

within a specific country, international cooperation on this has played a large role.

The United States for instance has deployed aid in the form of advisors or

equipment to several countries to combat such activities, which has had a decisive

impact in several sub saharan countries such as in Burkina Faso or Niger. On the

other hand, drug trafficking tends to be an issue of larger impacts with a greater

need for cooperation and understanding necessary for this problem to be

addressed. Previous to the US invasion of Afghanistan, a UN brokered agreement

saw the Taliban pledge and commit to destroy all drug operations, but after the

invasion drug production has increased within Afghanistan. Similar to the war on

drugs in the US, a diplomatic and holistic approach may be preferable to a heavy

handed one. Finally and most recently, the prominence of cryptocurrencies in

modern day finance presents an opportunity for anonymous and easy funding of

terrorist groups. However, due to several factors such as decentralization, volatility

or difficulty in liquidation, cryptocurrencies remain seldom used to fund terror

groups. However, were this to change in the future, cryptocurrencies may find

themselves an ideal tool for terrorist funding and preventative action may be

needed.
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